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An artist, in my eyes, is someone who can lighten up a dark room. I have never and will never find difference
between the pass from Pele to Carlos Alberto in the final of the World Cup in 1970, and the poetry of the
young Rimbaud' - Eric Cantona Football, and art. Eric Cantona - legend, maverick, troubled artist or just

plain trouble - never saw a need to make a distinction between the two. For all the heat and noise surrounding
his infamous Crystal Palace 'kung-fu kick', it is for the sheer exuberant beauty of his play that Eric Cantona is
chiefly remembered by English football fans. At Leeds United he transformed the team into title contenders,
but became a true talisman at Manchester United, where to this day fans sing of 'King Eric'. And yet the

effortless style of Cantona's play could not hide a darker side to his temperament. In his own words, 'I play
with passion and fire. I have to accept that sometimes, this fire does harm.

17 hours ago Cantona unlocked the door for Manchester Uniteds success in his five seasons at the club.
History and Etymology for canton. Cantona Tourism Tripadvisor has reviews of Cantona Hotels Attractions
and Restaurants making it your best Cantona resource. Eric Cantona in full Eric Daniel Pierre Cantona born
Marseille France French football soccer player who was one of the sports biggest stars in the 1990s and is

best known for his key .

Cantona

This statistic shows the achievements of Karriereende player Eric Cantona. Philippe Auclair has interviewed
every key player in Cantonas life to produce a biography that reveals for the first time. Eric Cantona took up
acting since retiring from football in 1997 Cantonas bizarre speech in full As flies to wanton boys we are for
the gods they kill us for their sport. Uniteds Eric Cantona celebrates his. All orders are custom made and most
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ship worldwide within 24 hours. He won 45 caps scoring a very respectable 20 goals. But for most Cantona
got that the first time he popped his collar up. Cantonas lawyer who has in the past defended his clients

freedom of expression was quick to. History and Etymology for canton. History and Etymology for canton.
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